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Dear offended 4enry and Sissi, 

Jim Lesar loaned me the transcripts of three days of the deposition of David 
A. Phillips by Melwin Wulf, who is defending Donald Freed in Phillips' libel actione 

It has been so long since I had an active interst in the “eixco City waterial 
i am no longer certain of my fecollection of ite However, because it is my recollection 
that only the Cuban electronic surveillance was officially admitted, Phillips! 
seeuing admission that the USSR was also bugged attracted my attention. 

Sovalso. did his statement that his and their first knowledge of Os.iald at the 
Cubans came from an inside source. Which need not be a Live person, awkward as the 
expression is if it had been. 

I wrote a weno on the transcripts to Jim and I"m sending each of you a copy 
in the event it is of any interest to youe 

From the time of the CIA's first releases I've suspected that Duran was an 
informer. I guess I'd suspected it earlier but the suspicion was not as strong as 
when 1 noted the CIA's strong desire that the Mexican cops not work her over agains 
A€ter all, the CIA was teaching all these cops the fine points of such workings 
over and the benefits that could come from theme So why this great concern at CLA 
Langley for her wellbeing? 

This suspicion was fortified when she was expected to testify before HSCA 
and then did not show up. And got away with it, without any protest from Blakey 
or it, 

There is an oddity, something + do net easily explain to myself. From Phillips’ 
testimony he a) was in change of these surveiilances and b) had them trenscriteds 
Howeve::, when SA Eldon Rudd (later Consressnan) flew them stuf the CTA gave hin 
to Dallas, the Pl records do uot include refeve:cs to his having any branserints 
and they do seem to say that in response to FslHQ's directive the Dallas FBI 
repared its own transcripte I fail to see any normal veasun Vor the Mexico City 

Station and Philtips failing to diclade the transecipt and it gets around the CIA's 
unsupported claim that the tase was destroyed, (The Dallas FBI »ecorés do not include 
any one referring to eitherk the retura of the taps to CIA or sendin it to HQ.) 
The destruction of the tape Loaves the trencription of it undestroyed. I*11 be caking 
this up with Jim because the tape and transcripta are with a still-litigated FBI 
¥OIA suit and within not fewer than two of my CIA requests. I'l probably file two 
new appecis, with copies of Phillips' testimony, and then consider a siaple suit 

“475 

Best wishes,


